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Caesarstone Outdoor Collection
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The Outdoor Collection

Made for Outdoor Living
























Caesarstone Outdoor Collection

Take outdoor living to the next level with Caesarstone’s collection of Outdoor UV resistant benchtops and surfaces, opening up a raft of design opportunities for seamlessly extending interior design to the great outdoors. 



Order a Sample Today!
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515 Palm Shade 

Outdoor Quartz
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406 Clearskies 

Outdoor Quartz
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405 Midday 

Outdoor Quartz
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580 Fume 
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533 Silverdrop 
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516 Locura 
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513 Striata 
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512 Transcenda 
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506 Mirabel 
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505 Archetta 
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504 Lumena 
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503 Circa 
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502 Sleet 
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501 Snowdrift 
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413 White Ciment 
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412 Beige Ciment 
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411 Concrita 
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410 Aluminous 
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220 Magnate 
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110 Whitenna 
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511 Smokestone 
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514 Emprada 
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510 Impermia 
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540 Monumental 
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531 Libretta 
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Innovative Designs

Designed and tested by our research and development team, the Outdoor Collection melds Caesarstone's enduring qualities with the latest in weather and UV resistance technology.









See Less 




See More 


























The Best Performing Surface


Outperforming other common outdoor materials in standardized testing, the Outdoor Collection brings the continuity of beauty, strength and durability to outdoor kitchens and contemporary backyards.
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Explore our Outdoor Collection
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Where to Buy





	






Care & maintenance
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Compare colors ({{ list.length }})
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Move left or right in order to compare between colors








Add to this side of the comparison

Drop here

Click to add here
Tap to add here


















Chosen colors to show on comparison interface:



{{ chosenItems[ i ].code }} {{ chosenItems[ i ].title }}

{{ chosenItems[ i ].materialName }}









Click or drag and drop to compare, side by side
Choose color to compare, side by side




















Add to comparison interface {{ item.code }} {{ item.title }}
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{{ item.code }} {{ item.title }}
{{ item.materialName }}


Remove 








Add More 





Add More 


































was added to your compare list 
You need at least 2 colors to compare
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Homeowner
Architect / Designer
Kitchen & Bath
Fabricator
Stone Supplier


I am a*

Required field 






Email address*

Enter valid email 




By providing your details and clicking Join, you acknowledge and agree to our website Privacy Policy and Terms of Use.





Join 











First Name*

Enter your first name 






Last Name*

Enter your last name 






Company*

Enter company name 






Phone

Enter valid phone number 






Zip*

Enter valid zip code 






City*

Enter city name 





Alabama
Alaska
Arizona
Arkansas
California
Colorado
Connecticut
Delaware
District of Columbia
Florida
Georgia
Hawaii
Idaho
Illinois
Indiana
Iowa
Kansas
Kentucky
Louisiana
Maine
Maryland
Massachusetts
Michigan
Minnesota
Mississippi
Missouri
Montana
Nebraska
Nevada
New Hampshire
New Jersey
New Mexico
New York
North Carolina
North Dakota
Ohio
Oklahoma
Oregon
Pennsylvania
Rhode Island
South Carolina
South Dakota
Tennessee
Texas
Utah
Vermont
Virginia
Washington
West Virginia
Wisconsin
Wyoming


State*

Choose state 





Seeking inspiration
Ready to purchase my countertop


Where am I in the process





I plan to complete my project in



January
February
March
April
May
June
July
August
September
October
November
December


Month




2024
2025
2026
2027
2028
2029


Year







The project is



Residential




Commercial







By providing your details and clicking Send, you acknowledge and agree to our website Privacy Policy and Terms of Use.
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We weren't able to find a match for "{{ keywords }}"

To improve your results, check your spelling or use a more general keywords
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Select your region and language 







Select Region
North America
Africa
Asia Pacific
Europe
Latin America & Caribbean
Middle East





Select Locale
United States (English)
Canada (English)
Canada (Français)
South Africa (English)
Australia (English)
Azerbaijan (English)
China (Chinese)
 India (English)
Indonesia (English)
Japan (Japanese)
New Zealand (English)
Philippines (English)
Singapore (English)
Taiwan (Chinese - Traditional)
Thailand (Thai)
Vietnam (Vietnamese)
Austria (German)
Belarus (English)
Belgium (Flemmish)
Cyprus (English)
Czech Republic (English)
Denmark (Swedish)
Estonia (English)
Finland (Finnish)
France (French)
Germany (German)
Greece (English)
Hungary (English)
Italy (English)
Latvia (Latvian)
Lithuania (Lithuanian)
Malta (English)
Netherlands (Dutch)
Norway (English)
Poland (English)
Portugal (Portuguese)
Spain (Spanish)
Sweden (Swedish)
Switzerland (German)
Turkey (Turkish)
United Kingdom (English)
Ukraine (Ukrainian)
Argentina (Spanish)
Chile (Spanish)
Columbia (Spanish)
Mexico (Spanish)
Peru (Spanish)
Israel (Hebrew)
Brazil (Portuguese)
Colombia (Spanish)
UAE (English)
Mauritius (English)
Kenya (English)
Kazakhstan (English)
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Can't find your local site? Visit Caesarstone Global Website 






























Take the next step in your creative journey! 


Select the countertop colors that fit your vision.
 Choose up to 4 designs for your unique sample kit. 
A flat $30 shipping fee will apply.
 


Select Your Stone 











Compare similar colors

Skip Colors Gallery
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1141 Pure White 
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5141 Frosty Carrina 
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4001 Fresh Concrete 
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5131 Calacatta Nuvo 
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5151 Empira White 
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502 Sleet 
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510 Impermia 
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511 Smokestone 
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512 Transcenda 
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580 Fume 
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Choose Colors 



























Before we continue


Please select from the option below and we will send you the samples that fit your needs 





For your home




For commercial or trade customers






Continue
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Choose Finish Type











{{option.name}}














Continue 
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Get a taste of your new countertop with our sample kit 



Choose up to four colors for your kit. A flat $30 shipping fee will apply. Standard shipping time is 3-5 business days. Online samples only come in polished finish. Actual product may differ slightly from the sample. We encourage you to view a full slab before purchase.













Caesarstone trade partner? 





Architects & Designers, visit Caesarstone Studio to create your personalized color sample kit with various options in colors and sizes.

If you are a Caesarstone trader partner, please call your local Caesarstone representative or call 877.978.2789 to order samples.
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{{item.custom_badge}}


New 


{{item.color_code}}






Remove 











Add More 























Sample Price 



Free






Shipping









Total










Proceed to checkout 
































Before you finish your order 


You can order up to {{ maxCartItems }} samples in your kit. 


You can still add one more sample to your order. 

You can still add {{ maxCartItems - cart.items.length }} more samples to your order. 




To Checkout 






Choose Colors 
















